Every time one has to speak about Satanism, because we have "lost" our culture, most people are simply making things up. This can also be done due to enemy misinformation.

That's not really a literal sermon here, it's more like some hard talk. If you have an affinity for another approach or might consider certain expressed truths as heavy here, then might as well ignore this post, which is exactly what you shouldn't be doing.

Often-times I sit on my desk thinking how stupid, inept and atheistic we have become as Gentiles. I do not exclude myself from this because if I was taking this route I would have never made it anywhere or evolved.

The once proud people of the Gods are now literally on a whole level of stupid, where we are tasked and faced with trying to rectify them from.

The wonder and beauty of the past, of divinity and greater understanding is almost lost and lives inside very few people. That's for the few people.

When I write, I have to write 4-5 paragraphs of "calm down your reactions that will come out from Jewish programming" only to make a point. Thanks jews for the cultural misrepresentation and most people being mindwashed, I have to always spend 5 paragraphs as a sort of loan towards the kikes every time because they lied for aeons.

For example, now that I will write about Apotheosis or how our own must focus on the Godhead, or anything else really from our culture, a very common practice in the Ancient World, many people will think a million things I have to answer in advance before the programming of the Jew starts jumping in all directions to attack me.

This takes a lot of courage, patience and persistence, and my culture right now feels like a sanatorium, filled with sick people, broken souls, and those lacking knowledge, or borderline atheists.

One can only imagine how the Gods feel about this, but with persistence, century after century, they are helping us.
Indeed I lament greatly every time at the disconnection of our people from the Truth and how many are walking around in the curse of living without a soul.

Regardless I have infinite love and courage in my heart to say the Truth. Currently, that is rather painful and even demanding, because when one is brainwashed and you try to break this situation, you always have reactions.

Over the years I have seen people come and go from JoS, only because at some point even if the obvious Truth was in front of them, the programming started kicking in.

For what I can say, you will not become a God if you are constantly accepting this to happen like an NPC would. In order to ascend to the ranks of the Gods, you need to be able to defeat that programming.

Most people out there in this day and era, are bombarded from all directions and remain stupid - that is a slavery to a form of inner karma which has you obliterated to remain forever "trapped" in the Samsaric level of consciousness, and that you must fight this with meditation and effort. If you do not, no matter what changes in the world, people will remain the same.

Before starting on the subject of Apotheosis, or rather, recognizing humans who have ascended higher in the spiritual ranks, I have to go over a few things.

While all of you are sitting here [Not you SS but Gentiles who might be reading the JoS and too], godless, stupid, disconnected from the light of the Gods, in spiritual and physical poverty, the enemy is NOT in this situation. They are sitting where people should be sitting who were followers of the Gods, and they are aware of this.

For example, every time I have to ask for a donation or something, people have to flip out, or when I make a mistake, it's often-times the case that I will receive enemies and negative responses just from saying what I should.

Thankfully, and I love the ascended minds who do not behave like monkeys, more and more people are understanding more of this as you allow the Gods to wake you up to your common purpose here. Be blessed for allowing it to happen, because you will be saved.

Now, as kikes will create pages to slander JoS and so on for example, they themselves only have to say ONCE to build a school or a memorial, and their own jump from all directions to build this and serve the Gods.
Yet they tell you shit like you don’t need Ancient Philosophers, or Spiritual Texts, or that the Veda has to do with urination, or that if you support your culture you are racist if you even consider this, and to just die childless, and to do anything else imaginable that causes societal collapse.

My words here are this: Joy of Satan must be treated as our highest gospel because it is the highest gospel the world has ever seen until now. It’s still a developing gospel of Truth and light. And the ONLY gospel which allows critical thought and freedom.

We are supposed to use that critical thought and freedom to expand on the TRUTH of things, rather than allow the doubt and lies to overshadow everything. That’s so that we can defend what matters most as free agencies of free will, and not like slaves.

I cannot fathom we have to learn to be like humans from the beginning, because the enemy has corrupted humanity THAT far. Admittedly I had not understood prior the fall was that low, but it is.

It now takes a whole explanation as to "WHY" people should help those who help them, or hold in brotherhood those who hold them up in brotherhood. Imagine that, we are that retarded as people and humans now.

We must DISCONNECT from this retardation. Let the fools be fools, and let us who have decided, to be WISE.

Rabbis and Jews even, would never do this and they aren’t that retarded. Because they aren’t that retarded, they are running things for a while now.

The "Goyim" who are on the animal level the jews have imposed, commonly whine about this, and cry that the jews run anything, but they themselves are the literal fuel from where the jews are constructing this increasingly unholy world.

The "Goyim" also have another issue where they whine towards the Jews every so often, yet go down on their knees to worship them again in some sort of Mexican soap opera where the cheated person returns back to the cheater again and again.

Long story short if you want to be a Satanist you must deprogram from being a fucking "GOYIM". If you are a "GOYIM", then try to understand how this illness came about, and try to cure yourself in the eyes of the Gods once again. It’s not very hard with all the knowledge in JoS.
In regards to jews again now, people who are their spiritual pupil of their eye, and their associates, they band around them, protect them, and do everything they can to keep them alive. One example is Rabbi Schneerson whom they call a "Messiah".

Only if you saw what kikes have been doing for this "Great Patriarch" of their race, you would understand. Now, the "Goyim" is busy worshiping Kim Kardashian and leaving people like Tesla or others, or even dudes like me in the gutter.

We have to literally wage World War 3 or Call of Duty Modern Warfare just to get the stupid fucking "Goyim" to stop eating its own flesh and delivering it to the jew, every single fucking time.

While the Jews complain to you about stupid lies like "Don't be idolater goy" and stupid shit, they themselves treat their own Rabbis like divinities, their holy books like the holiest thing in the universe, and could give a shit less about anything else.

If a Rabbi asks for anything and is a PROVEN and TRUE higher up, they do what is necessitated, because that is the will of "HASHEM" or the "Gods". Oy vey, they run from all directions.

That's because they are SMART. They look dumb only to dumb people who are still on the Samsaric level of consciousness, i.e., where you and your fake ego solely reside. The average kike is instructed from infancy to stray from this errant thought process and proceed forward, and this makes them all stronger than most people out there.

A lower Rabbi would die for a higher Rabbi, yet they always tell you shit to treat your PROVEN leaders with suspicions and so on. We do not speak about UNPROVEN, CHARLATANS, RETARDS, OR FOOLS. We are speaking about PROVEN leaders. Kikes don't have to face that problem as they do not have many charlatans, definitely not as many as the "Goyim" does, because they make sure to cleanse their midst with vitriol from fools every time.

Meanwhile, because Gentiles are ultimately clueless and never even read something like the JoS, every retard that sells snake oil quickly becomes the new "Guide and Guru" of all the "Goy". That's why I have to be harsh and tell you necessary Truths so that we can move outside of this situation of ignorance.

Kikes, for all being lizards and insane, are doing WAY better than anyone else in
staying together and banding together around their culture and what is important. Yes, they fuck up, do terrible mistakes, are criminally insane, and even they are able to do what they should do.

Strange right? Not strange at all. They simply know what keeps them alive. In our case, we think that we are alive by "chance" or "luck", they are fully aware of the importance of their agreements with their "God" and its alien hive.

Yet most Gentiles think in their own little stupid bubble and at best worship a ready made Jew in Islam or Christianity because they are too lazy to make any considerations about anything truly Spiritual in this world like Spiritual Satanism for example.

It breaks my heart truly that "our" side is into [But coming out...] of such level of darkness, where people have not comprehended any of this yet. With pain I have to relate these points to wake people up and make you true inheritors of the glories of the Gods in a world where EVERYONE, literally closely EVERYONE wants you to be a slave.

But I will do everything in my power so that people finally understand this, and restore the work of the Gods on Earth.

In regards to how they deal with money versus how you deal with it, if you have the balls of critical thought as lazy Gentiles commonly cite, then watch documentaries about what happens in Rosh Hashana when Rabbis go and ask from Jewish business owners and jews for donations: They are all running left and right to give money, to save and expand their community.

They make competitions on who will give more in holidays, in accordance to how much they can. When kikes write one Torah scroll, a situation often-times costly, they literally throw a fucking party left and right, and they fight one another on who will copy the scroll, dancing for hours and hours constantly.

Meanwhile, the "Goyim" is busy discarding and feeling it deserves everything because it has no clue how these things go anyway.

So I am letting you know how that shit goes for us to start appropriating our behavior and accepting the glories of the Gods in our lives with the necessary RESPECT and REVERENCE these require. When we respect our knowledge, we respect OURSELVES and OUR GODS.

Meanwhile, most Gentiles are just sitting there, picking their nose, and asking why Hitler hasn't arrived yet to save them because they are all too lazy and going
back into playing League of Legends again as Islamic invaders are invading in.

The average Shiksa of the Goy is just sitting there trying to find the biggest dildo, and Tesla is somewhere dying in the background because of general negligence, because everyone was busy worshiping every enemy meme there is like "Muh self extinction lez mix dat up" or something instead.

Then 50-60 years into the future everyone sits there pretending they had no idea how the fuck they all ended up in a yoke under the New Jerusalem, or under Mohammed and going back into the Middle Ages from the Robotic Age. Hmm, yes, I wonder how?

Long story short, human beings and especially Westerners have been programmed largely into not only eventful self destruction, but also perpetual programs of stupidity, with veil after veil that keeps them from seeing the Truth.

A lot of irrationality you see in human beings today is simply because of embedded programs of self destruction and self enslavement, put there by the enemy. Do NOT be like them. If enough of us are NOT like them, we will win and reverse all of this situation. Every generation has to do this and be aware of this, and so do we.

At the above level of passive, foolish, stupid and retard, there is no salvation. That's why Gentiles are slowly going culturally extinct and why the likes of the enemy are so confident and try to proceed with any insanity known to man.

They wouldn't tell you shit like that you don't even need to eat meat or for you to eat bugs if they were not extremely overconfident. They are on the height of overconfidence right now. They openly tell people of their imminent enslavement and domestication.

Yet thankfully we always have enough retards who might put the time on to DDOS or try to hack JoS instead. Good job retards, attack Satan once again, the side which is trying to save you. Congratulations to the SJW leftist retards here.

Just be careful because if you win, you might get the final Middle Ages which you truly deserve and the Gods whom you slander have been trying to keep you away from.

Without an ethical code, a code of conduct, and the Gods, humans are merely fit to serve as cattle and nothing else. Without Spiritual Satanism and the culture it saves, humanity will be for NOTHING, only bags of meat walking around without a soul.
This rate of affairs is unacceptable. IT SHOULD BE PUT IN YOUR MIND THAT IT'S FULLY UNACCEPTABLE. We must retain common sense, but our passion has to run high and we must NOT TOLERATE ALL OF THIS DESTRUCTION.

The violation of the plan of the Gods on the earth, to turn humanity into the Godhead, MUST NOT be allowed to continue.

I will pay my duty to the Gods and have put all my faith in the Satanic Family, but you have to do your own end spiritually and towards YOURSELF. When you understand that you owe it to YOURSELF and OTHERS at the same time to walk the path to the Godhead, you will UNDERSTAND.

Going back to how they go into lunatic mode to sacrifice for their tribe and give whatever they can, to receive blessings and all the good things, while most Gentiles are always donating on OnlyFans but are giving infinite excuses for anything substantial, I have to cut the "reasons why" here short and say that this is because:

1. People are animals

2. The animal consciousness is getting cursed by the jews

3. They succeed while you fail.

4. The above in the language of the cosmos is translated into that Gentiles don't deserve anything spiritually, and so it manifests.

5. Jews maintain superiority.

6. Gentiles remain locked in lower dimension of thoughts of understanding, power, spiritual and material wealth, knowledge and understanding.

7. It's a matter of time until Gentiles will be rallied like slaves based on universal laws if this path continues.

8. Crazy dudes like me cannot help humanity forever, but we can do some big lifting and certainly we are put here by Satan to do this together.

9. The utmost victim complex which many people complain against, i.e. "Waiting for a savior" has to be replaced with the Pagan understanding that we must save ourselves and help each other to save our society, turning ourselves into Solar beings from vermin that dwells on the lower domains of existence where
isolation, only caring for one's self, stupidity, inner poverty and inner disease are the rule.

Why I bring up the jews is that if you haven't noticed they are running shit for a while, and it's very easy to put them as an example so you can understand a few things in regards to if you ever thought it would be greater for, you know, for us to run shit after a while. Again that depends on us.

As they give and do work, they receive blessings from their hive collectively, blessings that the average shrunk Gentile brain cannot understand, any more than a flower disconnected from the light and withers around, cannot imagine how it would be to grow in a meadow.

Now that the opportunities are EXISTING, then MAKE USE OF THEM, because this opportunity has NOT existed in thousands of years. We have to be OPEN MINDED and STRONG.

Most Gentiles right now just deny the will of the Gods, or their wisdom, knowledge and input. It took titanic effort to even be able to stop this torrent of stupidity from being the eternal constant for Gentiles.

We are to where all knowledge literally is being given out and more will be given, and people still find excuses. Satan and the Gods sent us here to evolve and advance, and it is by Divine Planning that all this knowledge is given out.

The limits of excuses will be eliminated due to this knowledge making it in the public. Soon, when people will visit the other side in front of the Gods, they will just say "I was a retard that did not apply the knowledge". Excuses like one had no clue or never knew will not exist.

Humanity will reach a situation where forced facing of the reality of why this world exists in the first place, which is for human beings to advance and finish Satan's Great Work, will come in front of humans more and more.

As I live on a planet and a world where an average hoe that shows her ass is generating infinite revenue and gets more power than presidents of small Nations, I will not mourn and cry if this world truly goes to shit.

Imagine now a fucking Roman General looking at the desperate cucks who give millions yearly to an unarticulated woman just because she is "beautiful", without any actual benefit of this beauty to society, or for her to literally bring invaders in or her literally being a jewess that mind washes people to self exterminate.
Your Roman General ancestors aren't fucking proud guys, I tell you that fucking much.

Yet because I don't exactly want or envision or think this world should always stay like this, it was an important thought to put other obligations first.

The Joy of Satan has been a salvation and a house of love and sanity in the sea of infinite stupidity and superficiality. We do what we can.

If you built your mentality, society, existence, around all of these stupid matters and you never bat an eyelid to what matters, the collapse of everything back into oblivion is what will arrive and will come soon. It's with mathematical precision.

Likewise, my own path ahead of me is unlocked and I am perfectly fine. What this means is, I am on a sacrifice mission to save and help what is important. This elevated me beyond myself, so few things matter.

I will just live a life with the honest statement of trying and doing my best, and succeeding in what must be done, and saying the Truth in the meanwhile. The question is also what are YOU doing? What are WE doing?

The opportunity to become a God is not to be taken for granted. MAKE USE OF IT.
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